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People that can create a career around what they love and still end the day loving what they do always amaze me. It's like David Frost,
a British television host, says, "Don't aim for success if you want it; just do what you love and believe in, and it will come naturally." A
local Idahoan began his career around something he loved; guns and ammunition.
Jared Wilson served as a Marine for three years in the United States Marine Corps and served two tours in Iraq during that time. In this
role, he dealt heavily with ammunition but had familiarity with guns since he was young. After leaving the Marine Corps, Jared worked
at several jobs that allowed him to be in close contact with the tactical world before creating his own company in 2009. He served local
and larger communities and also had a distribution center for high-end tactical ammunition and reloading components. Jared lived his
entrepreneurial life until 2016, when his stepdad Mike enlisted his help at Accura Outdoors. Familiarizing himself with the company, he
began as a sales and marketing specialist. In 2018, Jared was promoted to COO (Chief Operating Officer) and bought part of the
company. Then, in 2021, Jared purchased the rest of the company and became the sole proprietor of Accura Outdoors.
Before Jared's ownership, Accura Outdoors had maintained regular business and steady growth since the mid-1990s. When Jared
began in the company's sales department, he realized a massive growth potential. Thus, when he became COO, he had plans to
develop and launch two new products (the most the company had in decades). These new products spearheaded a shift in the
company, providing substantial growth and opportunities for Accura Outdoors. But not without a catch, the business market crash of
2020 left Jared with a few more than expected challenges as a business owner.
When Jared became COO in 2018, he knew that to run the company right; he would need help. While Mike ran the company for
decades, Jared was hoping for a different perspective to take the company in another direction. While Jared has good support from
friends and family rooting for him in growing Accura Outdoors, he wanted an objective opinion; someone with less skin in the game.
Stepdad Mike had met with Executive Business Coach, Allison Dunn prior, so when Jared began looking to hire help, she was the first
person he called. In 2019, Accura Outdoors hired Deliberate Directions for executive coaching. To grow, he needed to take risks, and to
take risks; he needed someone like Allison Dunn to guide him through the process.
Labor shortages, supply chain issues, and other COVID-19-related traumas, it's been hard for Jared to keep up. So today, Allison and
Jared work to maintain Accura Outdoor's incredible growth by delegating tasks so Jared can stay working on the business rather than in
it.
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Here is an insight into Deliberate Direction’s Business and Executive Coaching featuring Jared Wilson, Owner of Accura Outdoors.

CLIENT INTRODUCTION
Since owning a company before Accura Outdoors, Jared is no fool in operating a fantastic well-oiled machine. In fact, he
would say that is his strong suit as he describes himself as mechanically adept. Where he struggles in business ownership
is in managing a team. Knowing how to run a business does not qualify you as someone who can lead a team. As
someone who recognizes that it's something that Jared and Allison work closely on to overcome.

COACHING
MECHANICAL. Jared learned his leadership style when he was a part of the United States Marine Corps in his early 20s.
While this leadership style was adequate for the life of someone in combat, it doesn't always translate to the mundane
Civilian life. For example, when he owned his company in 2009, he didn't have a team underneath him, so excelling in the
mechanics of the job made things extremely efficient. However, once joining Accura Outdoor's team, the onion's layers
started peeling, and it became apparent that Jared didn't know how to work alongside those in a collaborative
environment. Knowing this was something he needed to work on, hiring a business coach familiar with a popular and
effective workplace culture assessment training was a no-brainer.
In 2019 it was time to take the mechanical mind and pair it with the sweet workings of intuition. Allison coached Jared to
be a high-trust leader and build a team culture for which people want to work.
TEAM. While Allison coaches Jared on being more empathic with his team, she also is hired to coach his team. For instance,
a program Deliberate Directions specializes in is called a ‘360 Review'. For this program, Accura Outdoor employees are
interviewed by Allison, sharing Jared's strengths, weaknesses, praises, and feedback with Allison. After finishing the
interviews, Allison gathers their feedback and reviews it to give Jared proper training/coaching. It's a fantastic resource
because Jared had no idea what the literal feedback was, and if the team is honest, it gives Allison a clear picture of what
Jared needs.
Another helpful and popular tool that Deliberate Directions offers is training on the DISC profile. This valuable training
breaks down the different profiles- explicitly detailing each personality's strengths, weaknesses, and preferences. A
popular game, 60 Seconds To Win It, often gets played and can be painful to watch as it reveals each profile's vastly
different preferences. After doing this for the Accura Outdoor team, Jared left feeling much more clear on how useful of a
tool the DISC profiles are. "Allison explained things I've heard three or four times before, but the way she's explained it
makes so much sense and added an extra tool to my belt." - Jared Wilson.
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OUTSTANDING IMPACT
TRANSITIONS. In 2019, Accura Outdoors grew
tremendously and was able to hire an operations
manager to assist with the growth. However, sticky
times were on the brink of the horizon. In March
2020, the world experienced a pandemic that shut
countries down or quarantined many residents.
Slowly the country has recovered, but it has not
been normal since.
The pandemic normalized hybrid work-from-home
options, Gen Z entered the workforce and brought
their expectations of work-life balance, and border
lines became strict- unsure of who to let pass
through. Each of these dynamics impacted
businesses around the world. Accura Outdoors is no
different.
Due to the growth, finding labor and fairly paying them has been a considerable challenge. Also, Accura Outdoor has a
quality product, but if they can't get the supplies from truck drivers that cross borderlines, they can't manufacture that
product.
And as a cherry on top, the people most willing to work are currently working diligently; one being Jared—preventing
him from working on the business and instead in it. Due to the new work schedule, Jared needed to shift his time
committed for coaching. Realizing the importance, despite not having time or resources, he prioritizes coming once a
month. However, the trick is digesting three weeks' worth of strategizing and not being able to take action on it once he
returns to the office.
Regardless, Jared and his team are learning a lot and are happy about the challenge. To no surprise, there are a lot of
pivots and changes that are still to come. Thankfully, Deliberate Directions is working closely to help provide any
assistance to helping Accura Outdoors reach its full potential.

WHY ALLISON DUNN?
Jared describes Allison as “straightforward, objective, and communicative.” Coming from his Marine Corps background,
Jared values Allison’s ability to get things done while being straightforward about the process. Building trust and
maintaining a relationship with Accura Outdoors has been necessary for the times that now plague Jared. It will be a
wild ride for him until the world calms down, but everyone is ready to give him the support he needs.
Are you interested in Executive Coaching with Allison Dunn? Visit our website to schedule a complimentary coaching
session today!
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